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QUESTION 1

Which statement correctly describes the metric used for IS-IS? 

A. The IS-IS metric is calculated based on a reference bandwidth of 10 Mbps by default 

B. By default, IS-IS interface routes are assigned a metric of 10, regardless of actual link speed 

C. By default, the Junos OS sends only wide metrics to allow any single link to have a metric as high as 

D. For proper operation, the same metric value should be specified at both ends of an IS-IS link 

Correct Answer: B 

The protocol IS-IS does have an ability to use reference bandwidth to dynamically calculate link costs, but the default
behavior has a value of 10 assigned to all transit interfaces. 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a requirement for link aggregation? 

A. Member links must be on contiguous ports 

B. Member links must be on the same switch in a Virtual Chassis 

C. The speed of the member links must be the same 

D. LACP must be configured 

Correct Answer: C 

Both the duplex and the speed of the member interfaces must match. Member links need not be contiguous nor on the
same chassis. LACP does not have to be configured for a LAG to operate. 

 

QUESTION 3

By default, which Junos routing table stores RSVP egress router information? 

A. inet.1 

B. inet.2 

C. inet.3 

D. inet.4 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4
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Your customer requests that you provide a transparent Layer 2 service between two of their remote locations. This
service must allow them to pass tagged traffic from multiple VLANs. You decide to use Qin-Q tunneling on the two
provider edge MX Series routers that connect to the customer\\'s CE devices. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The CE-facing interfaces on the PE devices must be configured as trunk ports. 

B. The CE-facing interfaces on the PE-devices must be configured as access ports. 

C. The PE-facing interfaces on the CE devices must be configured as trunk ports. 

D. The PE-facing interfaces on the CE devices must be configured as access ports. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

Click the Exhibit button 

You work for the regional Internet service provider shown in the exhibit You have a partial BGP table and are receiving a
10 100/16 route from your upstream ISP You have been asked to configure a default route that can be sent to your
downstream customer This route should forward customer traffic toward your upstream Tier 11SP as long as the
10.100/16 route is present. 

What would accomplish this goal? 

A. Create and announce an aggregate default route 

B. Create and announce a static default route with a next-hop of discard 

C. Create and announce a static default route with a next-hop of reject 

D. Create and announce a generated default route 

E. Create an advertise-map with exist-map 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference: http://www.juniper.fr/techpubs/en_US/junose10.0/information-products/topic-collections/swconfig-
bgpmpls/advertising-a-default-route-only-when-another-route-is-present.html 
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